ABSTRACT
systems are based on models of language "human-to-human" interaction, these models representing descriptions of communication laws.
An aspect of developing language interaction models is an investigation of dialogue structure.
In the paper a notion of elementary communicative triad (SR-triad) is introduced to model the "stimulus-reaction" relation between utterances in the dialogue. The use of the SR-triad apparatus allows us to represent a scheme of any dialogue as a triad structure. SR-triad structure being inherent both to natural and programming language dialogues, SR-system is claimed to be necessary while developing dialogue processors.
INTRODUCTION
In earlier papers devoted to interpersonal interaction iFrank,1981; Levinson,1981] much attention is paid to studying the role of speecb act (SA) in dialogue structure.
Considering SA as a principal functional element of language interaction (LI) is of special importance for developing natural language models which are to be practically applied to human-computer natural--language interaction. We proceed from the statement that there are not solitary performed speech acts in real communication, SAs are interconnected and involved in a general LI structure [Wunderlich,1980] .
Within the framework of our approach to the formal[ description of dialogue structure a notion of SR-triad reflecting the "stimulus-reaction" relation between utterances in the dialogue is proposed to construct a more adequate representation of dialogue structure. Representing any dialogue as a triad structure (T-structure) in contrast to previous analysis [Hundsnurscher,1981] is characterized by distinguishing three phases in the interaction of the type "stimulus-reaction". First we shall consider different roles of speech acts in the dialogue T-structure. Then we shall introduce three types of relations between SR-triads (intersection, imbedding and succession) and discuss dialogues with a complicated structure which is represented by combinations of these relations and reflects different strategies to attain some goal.
SR-TRIAD AND A TYPOLOGY OF SAS
Any dialogue is considered to be a sequence of SAs distributed in time which is charaterized by: a) a change of roles of the speaker and the hearer between communication participants (further designated as X and Y) and b) certain relations between SAs.
Each SA is aimed at accomplishing whole complex of goals/tasks.
The discussion of their content is not relevant to the purposes of this paper. So we confine our discussion to one goal (g.X) only associated with some SA of the author X (SA.X). The very fact of producing an SA which "initiates" g. 
THE TYPES OF RELATIONS BETWEEN SR-TRIADS
In the general case the dialogue T-structure is described by a system of SR-triads which are connected with each other by the relations of intersection, imbedding and succession. 3.1.
Let us consider the above types of the relations on examples of dialogues with a complicated T-structure which consists of two SR-triads.
The intersection of SR-triads represents the Tstructure of a dialogue containing a motivated refusal which is a negative reaction to the goal g.X initiated by SA1.X (e.g. to a request). This reaction includes a motive of the refusal satisfying × (see a structural scheme given in fig.3 ). The imbeddin~ of SR-triads characterizes the Tstructure of the dialogue containing an initiating complex SA, consists of the initiation of g.X with a motivation (e.g. giving an argument for the goal g.X).
In this case four kinds of the goal closure are possible (flg.4(a-d)). (b) the dialogue containing the re-initlating SA2.X. The re-lnitlating g.X means the rejection of V's reaction to g.X, initiated in SA1.X (see fig.6 (b} a positive reaction to the principal goal g.X (agreement}.
SA4.X is a completing SA. In the above communicative situation the patti-
